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ABSTRACT

The assimilation of surface observations using an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) approach is evaluated
for the potential to improve short-range forecasting. Two severe weather cases are examined, in which the
assimilation is performed over a 6-h period using hourly surface observations followed by an 18-h simulation
period. Ensembles are created in three different ways—by using different initial and boundary conditions,
by using different model physical process schemes, and by using both different initial and boundary con-
ditions and different model physical process schemes. The ensembles are compared in order to investigate
the role of uncertainties in the initial and boundary conditions and physical process schemes in EnKF data
assimilation. In the initial condition ensemble, spread is associated largely with the displacement of atmo-
spheric baroclinic systems. In the physics ensemble, spread comes from the differences in model physics,
which results in larger spread in temperature and dewpoint temperature than the initial condition ensemble,
and smaller spread in the wind fields. The combined initial condition and physics ensemble has properties
from both of the previous two ensembles. It provides the largest spread and produces the best simulation
for most of the variables, in terms of the rms difference between the ensemble mean and observations.
Perhaps most importantly, this combined ensemble provides very good guidance on the mesoscale features
important to the severe weather events of the day.

1. Introduction

The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is a data assimi-
lation method that uses the statistical properties of a
forecast ensemble to estimate the temporally and spa-
tially varying covariance of the background error in
order to determine how an observation modifies the
forecast fields during the assimilation process (Evensen
1994). Many studies demonstrate that the EnKF works
well for assimilating data in synoptic-scale to convec-
tive-scale applications (Evensen 1994, 1997; Houteka-

mer and Mitchell 1998; Miller et al. 1999; Anderson and
Anderson 1999; Mitchell and Houtekamer 2000; Hamill
and Snyder 2000; Anderson 2001; Mitchell et al. 2002;
Whitaker and Hamill 2002; Reichle et al. 2002; Snyder
and Zhang 2003; Dowell et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2004;
Hacker and Snyder 2005; Houtekamer et al. 2005; Tong
and Xue 2005; Zhang et al. 2006). The present study is
aimed at investigating the relative roles of uncertainties
in initial conditions and model physics in short-range
mesoscale EnKF surface data assimilation for severe
weather events.

Initial condition uncertainty is commonly taken into
consideration within EnKF. This is accomplished by
adding perturbations to the ensemble that simulates the
distribution of the uncertainty of the forecast fields.
These perturbations can be generated using random
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noise with constraints added (Houtekamer and Mitch-
ell 1998; Mitchell et al. 2002), singular vectors (Buizza
and Palmer 1995; Molteni et al. 1996), breeding of
growing modes (Toth and Kalnay 1993, 1997), system
simulation (Houtekamer et al. 1996), ensemble trans-
form Kalman filter (Bishop et al. 2001), and Monte
Carlo methods (Mullen and Baumhefner 1988). In con-
trast, while model dynamics, model numerics, and
model physics uncertainty are known to be important in
ensemble forecasting (Buizza et al. 1999; Harrison et al.
1999; Evans et al. 2000; Stensrud et al. 2000; Atger 1999;
Ziehmann 2000; Fritsch et al. 2000; Hou et al. 2001;
Wandishin et al. 2001; Alhamed et al. 2002), a single
model configuration is often used in EnKF studies. An
exception is the study of Mitchell and Houtekamer
(2000) who parameterize model error and use the sta-
tistics of innovation to determine the model-error pa-
rameters using a maximum likelihood approach. In a
real data experiment, Houtekamer et al. (2005) indicate
that error growth in the 6-h data assimilation cycle is
mainly due to model error, further emphasizing the im-
portance of model uncertainty.

The prediction of severe deep moist convection re-
quires that the structure of the lowest 1 km within the
boundary layer be predicted accurately, since it is of
primary importance in discriminating between tornadic
and nontornadic supercell thunderstorms (Thompson
et al. 2003). Järvinen et al. (1999) show that the assimi-
lation of frequent (�hourly) surface observations in a
four-dimensional variational assimilation scheme re-
sults in improved forecast accuracy. Admittedly, prob-
lems may arise when the model terrain does not match
the actual terrain heights (Järvinen et al. 1999). Surface
observations also are one of the largest data sources for
the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) that produces hourly
analyses over the United States (Benjamin et al. 2004).
The hourly RUC analyses of severe weather environ-
ments are considered a reasonable proxy for direct ob-
servations (Thompson et al. 2003). Using an EnKF
method it has been shown that surface observations
influence the entire planetary boundary layer (PBL),
with the largest vertical impact during the daytime
when the PBL is deepest (Hacker and Snyder 2005).
Hacker and Snyder (2005) emphasize that surface ob-
servations are a very rich data source that could be used
more effectively in data assimilation. In a perfect model
experiment, Zhang et al. (2006) show that the assimi-
lation of surface observations alone helps to reduce er-
rors for a wintertime explosive East Coast cyclogenesis
event. These studies strongly suggest that surface data
assimilation using the EnKF can be a fruitful approach
to improving boundary layer predictions.

This study explores the importance of model uncer-

tainty within an EnKF method and aims to determine
whether assimilating surface observations into a meso-
scale model improves the short-range forecasts of sum-
mertime environments in which severe deep convection
develops. Owing to the challenges of convective fore-
casting (Moller 2001), the predictions are focused
mainly upon the first 24 h of the simulations and a brief
6-h assimilation period is used. It is hoped that by as-
similating surface observations during the first few
hours of the daytime portion of the diurnal cycle, the
predicted boundary layer structure that is so important
to convective forecasting will be improved. The formu-
lation of the EnKF is described in section 2. The ex-
perimental configuration is found in section 3, followed
by the assimilation results in section 4. A summary is
found in section 5.

2. EnKF formulation

After an ensemble of predicted fields is generated,
surface observations are assimilated through hourly as-
similation cycles. During the analysis step of each cycle,
information from the ensemble statistics and observa-
tions are used to update each ensemble member. Then,
during the forecast step, the simulations are integrated
1 h to the next time when observations are available.
The hourly surface observations are processed serially,
assuming that the observational errors are uncorrelated
in space and time (Houtekamer and Mitchell 2001;
Whitaker and Hamill 2002). Järvinen et al. (1999) show
that the use of hourly observations leads to improved
results with a four-dimensional variational assimilation
scheme, although biases from isolated observations can
be detrimental to the model forecasts. Here, the field
modifications are determined using the ensemble
square root filter (Whitaker and Hamill 2002). These
forecast and analysis steps are repeated hourly during a
predefined 6-h assimilation period.

Following Whitaker and Hamill (2002), Snyder and
Zhang (2003), and Dowell et al. (2004), the update of
model variable x for the nth ensemble member is given by

xm
n� � xm

n � WK�yl
o � ��H�xn�l � �1 � ��H�x�l	
, �1�

where the prime denotes the updated value of the en-
semble member, l and m represent the (x, y, z) loca-
tions, W is the localization factor, K is the Kalman gain,
yo is the observation, � weights the individual member
and ensemble mean values depending upon the en-
semble variance (0 � � � 1), x is the model state vector,
H(x) maps the model state vector x to the observation
y, and the overbar indicates an ensemble mean. The
Kalman gain K, which controls how much the model
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variable is adjusted, is a function of the assumed obser-
vation error, the ensemble spread of H(x) l, and the
covariance between xm and H(x) l. Further details on
this square root filter can be found in Whitaker and
Hamill (2002).

The hourly surface observation types assimilated in
the analysis step are potential temperature (�), dew-
point temperature (Td), and the u and  wind compo-
nents. Potential temperature is used instead of tem-
perature (T) because it is often nearly constant within
well-mixed daytime PBLs and has a simple vertical pro-
file, which helps to reduce interpolation errors. Dew-
point temperature is used instead of mixing ratio (q),
since tests show that modifications to the q field by the
analysis step causes spuriously large increments for the
moisture variable when q is small. This is likely due to
q varying rapidly over small changes in temperature,

resulting in highly non-Gaussian error distributions,
whereas Td varies more smoothly. Thus, the model vari-
ables T and q are transformed into � and Td prior to the
analysis step and back into T and q after the analysis
step. Surface pressure observations are not assimilated
and are used only in the calculation of �. Neglecting
pressure observations in the assimilation reduces the
errors due to differences between the model and actual
terrain heights.

The hourly surface observations are available at ap-
proximately 1500–1600 surface stations, which are dis-
tributed throughout the model domain (Fig. 1). Distri-
bution of the observations outside the United States is
generally sparser than that inside the United States.
Stations that do not report hourly are not used in the
assimilation. Although serially correlated observation
errors can lead to a deterioration in forecast perfor-

FIG. 1. (a) The domain for the breeding cycles at 90-km grid spacing (bold solid line) and the smaller assimilation
domain at 30-km grid spacing (thin solid line), and (b) surface station locations used in the assimilation.
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mance (Järvinen et al. 1999), results suggest that this is
not occurring in the present study. An approach to limit
the influence of serially correlated observation errors
similar to that in Järvinen et al. (1999) should be con-
sidered in any operational implementation. The obser-
vational error standard deviations used in the filter are
2.0 K for � and Td, and 2.0 m s�1 for u and  as indicated
by Zapotocny et al. (2000).

The observational operator H(x), which transforms
the model state to the observation type and location,
consists of vertical extrapolation, variable transforma-
tion, and horizontal interpolation. The vertical extrapo-
lation is performed based on Monin–Obukhov similar-
ity theory (Garratt 1992). In this extrapolation, the four
predicted variables at the lowest half-sigma level are
used to derive the values at the 2-m height for T and q
and at the 10-m height for the wind components using
knowledge of the surface fluxes, roughness length, and
friction velocity. Then the transformation from the val-
ues of T and q to � and Td at 2 m is performed. Finally,
horizontal linear interpolation is used to obtain values
at the observation locations.

The localization function W is used to reduce the
impact of sampling error owing to the small ensemble
size (Houtekamer and Mitchell 2001) and is defined as

W � ��exp�r � 1
� � � 1��1

0 � r � 1.5

0 otherwise,
�2�

where � � 0.1, and r is the distance between an obser-
vation point (io, jo, ko) and a model grid point (i, j, k)
defined as

r ���i � io
�i

�2

� �j � jo
�j

�2

� �k � ko

�k
�2

. �3�

The localization range is adjusted in each direction by
the scaling widths �i, �j, �k. The half-radius of W is
specified by r � 1, while the value of � defines how
steeply W decreases. The scaling widths are taken to be
5 grid points in the horizontal (�i � �j � 5 grid points)
and 10 levels in the vertical (�k � 10 levels). For the
model configuration used in this study, this corresponds
to the half-radius of W being 150 km in the horizontal
and reaching upward from the surface to about 700 hPa.
This localization function allows the calculated model
covariances to dominate the filter response for r � 0.8.
However, this localization function is not a correlation
function, which could lead to numerical problems (Da-
ley 1991, 109–110), although no such problems were
encountered likely owing to the serial processing of the
observations.

Since surface data are being assimilated, it is impor-
tant to ensure consistency between the changes to sur-
face layer and ground temperatures or the sensible and
latent heat fluxes from the land surface may act to op-
pose the filter adjustments. Thus, the difference be-
tween the model values of the lowest model layer tem-
perature and ground temperature are maintained after
the analysis step so that the values of sensible heat flux
are unchanged due to the assimilation. If the adjust-
ments to the model 2-m temperature and dewpoint
temperature after the analysis step are consistent with
an error in the partitioning of the sensible and latent
heat fluxes (i.e., of opposite sign) then the soil moisture
is either increased or decreased by 10% to make the
fluxes more in agreement with the observed surface
layer evolution as long as saturation or wilting point are
not reached.

3. Experimental design

The EnKF experiments all start at 1200 UTC and are
performed for two cases: 1 July 2003 (a tropical depres-
sion with attendant severe weather) and 8 May 2003 (a
severe weather outbreak). In each case, assimilation by
the EnKF is performed only during the first 6 h of the
period, followed by an 18-h ensemble forecast. A test of
a 30-h assimilation period is discussed in the appendix.
Twenty-five ensemble members are used for all the ex-
periments and all the ensemble configurations.

The numerical model used in this study is the non-
hydrostatic fifth-generation Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity–National Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU–
NCAR) Mesoscale Model (MM5) version 3 (Dudhia
1993; Grell et al. 1994). The model simulations are per-
formed on a grid domain of 180 � 120 � 24 grid points
with a 30-km grid spacing (Fig. 1), with the spacing of
the sigma levels reduced near the ground to describe
the evolution of the PBL. The model top is at 100 hPa.

The modification of the model field is performed on
�, Td, u, , w (vertical motion), and p� (perturbation
pressure). Among these variables, � and Td are not
predicted variables, but are derived from the predicted
values of T and q, respectively, before the analysis step.
The use of the derived variables � and Td instead of
model variables appears to be unique in present EnKF
formulations, and is expected to result in more Gauss-
ian variable distributions thereby agreeing better with
the assumptions behind the EnKF approach. Four dif-
ferent ensembles are created and results from each
compared. The National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) global tropospheric analysis fields
at 1.0° � 1.0° resolution are used as the basis for cre-
ating the initial and boundary conditions on the 90-km
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model domain (Fig. 1). Simulations from this larger 90-
km domain are used to create the initial and boundary
conditions that drive the smaller 30-km domain.

a. Initial condition (IC) ensemble

The breeding of growing modes technique is used to
create the ensemble initial condition (IC) perturbations
(Toth and Kalnay 1993, 1997). To start the breeding
cycle, 12 different perturbations, generated using a
Monte Carlo method that mimics global analysis uncer-
tainty (Errico and Baumhefner 1987), are added to the
control initial conditions provided by the NCEP global
analysis on the 90-km domain. Breeding cycles then are
performed over an 84-h period preceeding the 1200
UTC experiment start times, during which the bred
perturbations are rescaled every 12 h. The scaling fac-
tor for all fields and levels is determined from the stan-
dard deviation of the temperature difference between
the 12-h simulation and the analysis at the � � 0.825
level, such that when averaged over the domain be-
comes equal to 0.7 K (J. Du 2004, personal communi-
cation). The 12 different breeding cycles are performed
on the 90-km domain to generate 12 pairs of positive
and negative perturbations at the experiment start
time. This results in the creation of 24 perturbed initial
and boundary conditions for the smaller 30-km grid.

The control initial and boundary conditions are used
for the 25th ensemble member. For this IC ensemble,
the identical model configuration (first row in Table 1)
is used for all ensemble members in both the breeding
cycles and the assimilation experiment.

Although Wang and Bishop (2003) show that the en-
semble transform Kalman filter maintains error vari-
ance in all amplifying normal modes, which does not
occur with the breeding approach, differences in en-
semble perturbation growth and ensemble mean error
between these two methods are small for forecast times
less than 1 day. Thus, the breeding approach is believed
sufficient to explore the 6-h assimilation of surface data
in this initial study. Future studies should also compare
other ensemble generation schemes.

b. Physics (PH) ensemble

The second ensemble is generated by selecting dif-
ferent model physical process schemes for the ensemble
members (Stensrud et al. 2000), but with identical ini-
tial and boundary conditions provided by the control
run on the 90-km domain. The physical processes var-
ied are the convective, PBL, radiation, and land surface
schemes and focus upon uncertainties in the physical
processes that affect the near-surface environment. All
the schemes used are reasonable parameterizations for

TABLE 1. Model configurations used in the PH and ICPH ensembles. Member number 1 is the model configuration used in all the
IC ensemble simulations and the breeding cycles.

Member Convective PBL Radiation Surface

1 Grell MRF Cloud Noah
2 Grell Blackadar Cloud Five layer
3 Grell Burk–Thompson Cloud Force restore
4 Grell Eta Cloud Noah
5 Grell Blackadar CCM2 Five layer
6 Grell Burk–Thompson CCM2 Force restore
7 Grell Eta CCM2 Noah
8 Grell MRF CCM2 Noah
9 Kain–Fritsch Blackadar CCM2 Five layer

10 Kain–Fritsch Burk–Thompson CCM2 Force restore
11 Kain–Fritsch Eta CCM2 Noah
12 Kain–Fritsch MRF CCM2 Noah
13 Betts–Miller Blackadar CCM2 Five layer
14 Betts–Miller Burk–Thompson CCM2 Force restore
15 Betts–Miller Eta CCM2 Noah
16 Betts–Miller MRF CCM2 Noah
17 Kain–Fritsch Blackadar RRTM Five layer
18 Kain–Fritsch Burk–Thompson RRTM Force restore
19 Kain–Fritsch Eta RRTM Noah
20 Kain–Fritsch MRF RRTM Force restore
21 Betts–Miller Blackadar RRTM Five layer
22 Betts–Miller Burk–Thompson RRTM Force restore
23 Betts–Miller Eta RRTM Noah
24 Betts–Miller MRF RRTM Noah
25 Kain–Fritsch MRF Cloud Noah
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the physical processes they represent, but they likely
interact with each other in ways that are difficult to
predict. Twenty-five various combinations of these
schemes are used to form an ensemble with substantial
diversity in model physics (Table 1). The following
physical schemes are included.

• Convection: The Grell (Grell et al. 1994), Kain–
Fritsch (Kain and Fritsch 1993), and Betts–Miller
(Betts and Miller 1993; Janjic 1994) schemes are
used.

• Planetary boundary layer : Two nonlocal closure
schemes, a modified version of the Blackadar (1976,
1979) high-resolution scheme (Zhang and Anthes
1982) and the medium-range forecast (MRF) scheme
(Hong and Pan 1996), and two local closure schemes,
the Burk–Thompson scheme (Burk and Thompson
1989) and Eta (Janjic 1990, 1994) scheme, are used.

• Radiation: A cloud–radiation scheme (Dudhia 1989),
the CCM2 scheme (Hack et al. 1993), and the rapid
radiative transfer model scheme (Mlawer et al. 1997)
are used.

• Land surface: A force–restore scheme (Zhang and
Anthes 1982), five-layer soil model (Dudhia 1996),
and the land surface model Noah (Chen and Dudhia
2001) are used.

Results indicate that for the lowest model layer T and
q values, the differences in land surface schemes are
most important, although uncertainties in the other
schemes contribute significantly at various forecast
times. Based upon these calculations, it is not advisable
to neglect diversity in any of the four selected param-
eterization scheme types.

c. Initial condition and physics (ICPH) ensemble

A third ensemble is generated by using both different
initial conditions and different model physical process
schemes. The initial and boundary conditions for this
25-member ensemble are generated exactly as de-
scribed previously for the IC ensemble, with the different
model configurations as in the PH ensemble (Table 1).

d. Control (CTRL) ensemble

The fourth ensemble consists of the IC ensemble ini-
tial and boundary conditions, but does not apply any
data assimilation. This ensemble is used to compare
with the other ensembles to quantify the benefits of
using the EnKF. Since the CTRL also starts at 1200
UTC, it represents a baseline evaluation of the benefits
of this EnKF approach. To further determine the ben-
efits of the EnKF assimilation to operational numerical
weather prediction, future studies could also use other

baselines for comparison, such as a CTRL that starts at
the end of the assimilation time period or an assimila-
tion that uses a simpler method such as a three-
dimensional variational assimilation scheme.

4. Assimilation and simulation results

a. 1–2 July 2003 case

A low pressure system is located near the border of
Mississippi and Alabama at 1200 UTC 1 July 2003
(Fig. 2) and moves northeastward during the experi-
mental period, weakening in intensity. This low is a
tropical depression resulting from Tropical Storm Bill,
which made landfall on the south coast of Louisiana on
30 June 2003. It becomes an extratropical low near the
border of Tennessee and Virginia by 1800 UTC 2 July
2003. During the 24-h simulation period there are 11
reports of tornadoes in Georgia and South Carolina
and 14 reports of severe wind damage.

Lee cyclogenesis also is occurring during this time
period from the northern plains to the Canadian prai-
ries. At 1200 UTC 1 July, the center of a developing low
is located in Saskatchewan. It moves southward into the
northern United States by 0000 UTC 2 July 2003. A
trough stretches southward from the center of this low,
reaching the eastern border of Colorado, and remains
almost stationary during the forecast period. A dryline
gradually forms along the southern part of the trough
from Wyoming to eastern Colorado and intensifies. In
the upper levels (not shown), a ridge is present over the
Rocky Mountains. The ridge shifts slowly eastward and
begins to break down during the simulation period.

At 1 h into the model simulation at 1300 UTC 1 July
2003, the distribution of the prior spread (ensemble
standard deviation) of 10-m u shows variations of the
uncertainty in the background field (Fig. 3). From the
expression for the Kalman gain K (Kalman 1960; Whi-
taker and Hamill 2002), it is apparent that field modi-
fications through the analysis steps of the assimilation
are typically large near locations with large spread.
However, after only 1 h of simulation, the IC and PH
ensembles display very different structures of spread,
corresponding to their different sources of diversity. In
the IC ensemble, large spread occurs around the tropi-
cal depression, and near the surface low in Saskatche-
wan. Since spread in this ensemble often comes from
displacements of baroclinic systems, it is reasonable
that large spread is found in these regions. Conversely,
in the PH ensemble the origin of spread is not directly
tied to dynamical processes, and the spread in the dy-
namic variables such as u is not increased near the low
pressure systems (Fig. 3b). Instead, the spread gener-
ally is small over the entire domain.
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The spread of � at 2 m above the ground at 1300 UTC
1 July 2003 in the IC ensemble shows that large spread
again is found in the southeast United States near the
tropical depression, and along the border of Alberta
and Saskatchewan southward to Montana just west of
the low pressure system (Fig. 4a). In contrast, large
spread is distributed over the western United States in
the PH ensemble (Fig. 4b). It is hypothesized that the
delicate balance between outgoing and incoming long-
wave radiation, along with cloud effects, leads to large
variations in the values of � prior to sunrise. Large
spread also is seen over the mountains in Idaho and
Wyoming, and over the Great Lakes. This suggests that
terrain effects and land surface processes play impor-
tant roles in generating spread in this ensemble. Thus,
spread in the PH ensemble is tied to the different re-
sponses of the physical process schemes to variations in
terrain, radiation, and atmospheric stability.

In the ICPH ensemble (Fig. 4c), the distribution of
spread is in a sense the sum of those from the IC and
PH ensembles. The spread of this ensemble is large
near the locations of the low pressure systems, and also
over the western states and the Great Lakes. This is
reasonable because the diversity of this ensemble has
origins both in uncertainties in initial conditions and in
physical process schemes.

After the analysis step of the EnKF, each member is
modified toward the observations, and the spread of
the three ensembles generally becomes smaller where

FIG. 2. The NCEP global tropospheric analysis of mean sea level pressure (hPa) and 10-m wind (full barb is
5 m s�1) from 1200 UTC 1 Jul 2003. Mean sea level pressure (thick solid line) contoured every 2 hPa. The L
denotes the location of surface lows.

FIG. 3. Ensemble spread of 10-m u (m s�1) preceding the first
analysis step at 1300 UTC 1 Jul 2003 from the (a) IC and (b) PH
ensembles. The L denotes the location of surface cyclones.
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FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3 but for 2-m � (°C) from the (a) IC, (b) PH, and (c) ICPH ensembles.
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observations are located. This is seen from the prior
spread of � at 1800 UTC 1 July 2003, at the end of the
assimilation period, which shows that in both the IC
(Fig. 5a) and PH ensembles (Fig. 5b) larger spread oc-
curs from northern Mexico to the Gulf of Mexico, and
across southern Canada, where surface observations
are more sparse than in the United States. Although
the spread is generally smaller over the United States,
each ensemble still retains its characteristic features. In
the IC ensemble, larger spread occurs around the sur-
face low pressure systems in the southeastern and
north-central states. In the PH ensemble, larger spread
occurs over the mountainous regions in Utah and Col-

orado, corresponding to the terrain effect, and also
around the tropical depression. Note that the spread is
small at the center of the depression over northern Ala-
bama, but has large values around the depression, from
Kentucky to Virginia and from southern Alabama to
southern Georgia. While the location of the low center
is similar among the ensemble members, the different
convective schemes result in different distributions of
precipitation around the low thereby producing larger
variation in the thermodynamical variables.

Time series of spread averaged over the observation
points in the domain shows that, during the assimilation
period, the spread grows during the forecast steps and

FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 3 but for 2-m � (°C) preceding the final analysis step at 1800 UTC
1 Jul 2003 from the (a) IC and (b) PH ensembles.
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decreases every hour from the analysis steps (Fig. 6).
The ICPH ensemble yields the largest spread of the
three ensembles, although this spread still is smaller
than that produced by the CTRL ensemble without as-
similation. The spread grows rapidly during each 1-h
forecast step, doubling its value for some variables. This
rapid growth is unusual compared to idealized EnKF
studies (Houtekamer and Mitchell 1998; Snyder and
Zhang 2003). However, these other studies did not ad-
dress data that are strongly influenced by the diurnal
heating cycle. Time series of instantaneous surface sen-
sible and latent heat fluxes indicate flux differences of
over 200 W m�2 between ensemble members (not
shown). Over a 1-h period it is easy for this magnitude
of flux difference to account for differences in � of 1 K
over a PBL depth of 500 m. Similar differences can be
created in Td. Thus, differing evolutions of the surface
fluxes lead to these rapid increases in spread during the
forecast steps. Since surface fluxes influence PBL depth
and the vertical mixing of momentum, this rapid growth
in the spread of momentum is not unexpected.

The relative growth of spread from the different en-
sembles is also instructive. The spread of u and  in the
PH ensemble is relatively small compared to the IC
ensemble (Figs. 6a,b). Since the locations of the synop-
tic-scale systems are similar in the PH ensemble, its
differences are not directly tied to the model dynamics

and the spread of these dynamic variables tends to be
reduced. On the other hand, the spread in � and Td are
much larger in the PH ensemble than in the IC en-
semble (Figs. 6c,d). Since the thermodynamic variables
are often sensitive to the model parameterization
schemes, the PH ensemble is able to produce large
spread in these variables. For both � and Td, spread in
the PH ensemble is larger than in the CTRL ensemble
after 12 h, supporting the notion that model physics can
play a large role in the creation of spread.

Over the assimilation period, all three EnKF runs
generally yield smaller rms differences between the en-
semble mean and observations (averaged over all ob-
servation points) than the CTRL ensemble (Fig. 7),
with the ICPH ensemble yielding the smallest rms dif-
ference of the three EnKF runs. While the rms differ-
ences slowly decrease or remain constant over the as-
similation period for the thermodynamic variables, they
slowly increase for the momentum fields. This behavior
again can be attributed to the influences of the diurnal
heating cycle. Turbulence typically increases after sun-
rise within convective PBLs. Since the surface observa-
tions represent 2-min-average values sampled at a spe-
cific point in space, they fluctuate when turbulence is
present. In contrast, the 30-km model grid cell values
represent mean properties over a much larger area.
Thus, even if the model predicts a correct mean value,

FIG. 6. Time sequence of the ensemble spread averaged over the observation points of
(a) 10-m u, (b) 10-m , (c) 2-m �, and (d) 2-m Td for the 1–2 Jul 2003 case. Spread is calculated
before and after the analysis step every hour during the assimilation period (0–6-h simulation
time), and every 3 h after the assimilation period (6–24-h simulation time). Results are from
the IC ensemble (solid line), the PH ensemble (gray dashed line), the ICPH ensemble (gray
dotted line), and the CTRL ensemble (dash–dotted line).
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FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 but the time sequence of the rms difference between the ensemble mean
and surface observations averaged over all the observation locations. Values of rms difference are
calculated every hour during the assimilation period and every 3 h after the assimilation period.

FIG. 8. Probability (%) of accumulated rainfall exceeding 6 mm between 1800 UTC 1 Jul 2003 and 0000 UTC 2 Jul 2003 from the
(a) IC, (b) PH, and (c) ICPH ensembles. (d) Observed accumulated rainfall (mm) from 1800 UTC 1 Jul 2003 to 0000 UTC 2 Jul 2003
(NCEP stage IV at 4-km grid spacing). Thick solid line indicates the isoline of 6-mm accumulated rainfall.
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the turbulent fluctuations sampled by the observations
alone can produce increases in the values of the rms
differences as turbulence increases with time. A similar
behavior is seen in Figs. 12 and 13 of Zhang et al.
(2006), where the rms differences of difference total
energy increase and then decrease in phase with the
diurnal heating cycle during the 24-h assimilation pe-
riod.

After the assimilation period, smaller rms differences
are found in all variables from the EnKF runs in com-
parison with the CTRL ensemble for the first 3–6 h.
This suggests that the assimilation by the EnKF pro-
vides an improved surface environment for several
hours after the assimilation period, and possibly longer;
u, , and � rms difference values improve upon the
control ensemble over most of the 24-h simulation pe-
riod (Figs. 7a–c).

A consistency check formulated as a ratio of vari-
ances is used by Dowell et al. (2004) to infer from the
relative values of ensemble variance versus the squared
ensemble rms difference if the ensemble variance

(hence spread) is sufficiently large. To account for the
observational uncertainty, the assumed observational
error variance is added to the value of the ensemble
variance. Values near 1 from this consistency check in-
dicate that the ensemble spread is reasonable, whereas
values less than 1 suggest an ensemble with insufficient
dispersion. Results from the present study indicate that
the values of this consistency check for all four obser-
vation types are between 0.6 and 1.6 (not shown), sug-
gesting that the ensemble spread is reasonable.

The probabilities of 6-h accumulated rainfall exceed-
ing 6 mm valid at 0000 UTC 2 July 2003 indicate that
the IC ensemble has a broader accumulated precipita-
tion distribution than the PH ensemble (Fig. 8). The PH
ensemble produces higher probabilities in the south-
eastern states than the IC ensemble along the surface
pressure trough that extends southwestward from the
tropical depression. However, also note the differences
in the probabilities over Oklahoma and west Texas,
New Mexico, western Mexico, and South Dakota with
the PH ensemble showing higher probabilities in these

FIG. 9. Sea level pressure (hPa) and 10-m wind (full barb is
5 m s�1) at 0000 UTC 2 Jul 2003 and accumulated rainfall (mm)
from 2100 UTC 1 Jul 2003 to 0000 UTC 2 Jul 2003 (shaded) in the
southeastern United States from the (a) ICPH and (b) CTRL
ensembles. Sea level pressure (bold solid line) contoured every 2
hPa. Isoline of 0–3-km storm-relative environmental helicity of
300 m2 s�2 shown using thick gray. (c) NCEP Eta analysis of sea
level pressure and wind at 10 m above the ground at 0000 UTC 2
Jul 2003 with the NCEP stage-IV accumulated rainfall (mm) at
4-km resolution from 2100 UTC 1 Jul 2003 to 0000 UTC 2 Jul
2003 (shaded). Sea level pressure (bold solid line) contoured ev-
ery 2 hPa.
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regions. While several of these regions have relatively
small spread in � at 1800 UTC in the IC ensemble (Fig.
5a), suggesting that they are not being strongly per-
turbed by the bred modes, others are near local maxima
of spread and yet no convection develops. This com-
parison highlights one of the benefits of varying the
parameterization schemes in an ensemble. Different
parameterization schemes can yield vastly different re-
sponses for the same environmental conditions. To pro-
duce the same diversity of responses from a single pa-

rameterization scheme, physically implausible magni-
tudes of spread might be required to overcome biases
of the scheme.

The ICPH ensemble gives nonzero accumulated rain-
fall probabilities over the widest area (Fig. 8c). It has a
broader precipitation probability distribution than the
PH ensemble, which comes from using the different
initial conditions, but its distribution also shows more
finescale structures than the IC ensemble, because of
the diversity of the model physics process schemes.

FIG. 10. NCEP global tropospheric analysis of mean sea level pressure (hPa) and 10-m wind (full barb is 5 m s�1)
from (a) 1800 UTC 8 May 2003. Mean sea level pressure (thick solid line) contoured every 2 hPa. (b) Corre-
sponding surface observations with temperature contoured every 2.5° from 15° to 25°C (gray lines) to highlight the
location of the warm front and dewpoint temperature every 2.5° from 0° to 22.5°C (black lines) to highlight the
location of the dryline.
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Comparisons with the NCEP stage-IV 6-h accumu-
lated precipitation distribution (Fig. 8d) valid over the
United States at 0000 UTC 2 July 2003 suggests that the
PH ensemble captures many of the observed areas of
precipitation. In particular, regions of precipitation in
northern Missouri, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Wyo-
ming are suggested in the PH ensemble, but missing in
the IC ensemble. In the PH ensemble, some of its mem-
bers develop convection in association with the North
American monsoon (Douglas et al. 1993), distributing
rain probability along the northwest coast of Mexico
(outside the region of the NCEP stage-IV analyses).
This is consistent with satellite imagery (not shown),
which indicates deep moist convection over this region.

An improvement in the prediction of mesoscale fea-
tures important to severe weather is one desired out-
come of the 6-h EnKF data assimilation. Results from
the region of severe weather for this case show that the
ICPH ensemble mean 10-m wind, sea level pressure,
and 3-h accumulated precipitation valid at 0000 UTC 2
July 2003 agree better with the analysis than the CTRL
ensemble (Fig. 9). The center of the tropical depression
is shifted south in the ICPH ensemble compared to the

CTRL ensemble, consistent with the observational
analysis. A rainband stretching from northern Georgia
into the Florida panhandle is clearly seen in the ICPH
ensemble, along with a hint of a second rainband
stretching to the southwest in eastern Alabama. Nei-
ther of these rainbands are seen in the CTRL ensemble
mean. Furthermore, analyses of storm-relative environ-
mental helicity, a parameter useful in the prediction of
supercell thunderstorms (Thompson et al. 2003), indi-
cate that the ICPH ensemble compares more favorably
to the observational analyses than the CTRL ensemble
(Fig. 9). Thus, there are several important, operation-
ally relevant improvements to the mesoscale features
out to 6 h beyond the assimilation period.

b. 8–9 May 2003 case

A surface low is located in western Kansas at 1800
UTC 8 May 2003 (Fig. 10). The low moves northeast-
ward and reaches north-central Kansas by 0000 UTC 9
May 2003. A trough stretches southward from the low
center, with a dryline found along it, while a warm front
extends eastward from the low across northern Kansas.
The northern end of the dryline moves east in tandem

FIG. 11. Same as in Fig. 3 but for an ensemble spread of 2-m �
(°C) preceding the last analysis step at 1800 UTC 8 May 2003 from
the (a) IC and (b) PH ensembles.

FIG. 12. Same as in Fig. 3 but for an ensemble spread of 2-m
Td (°C).
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with the low, reaching into central Kansas by 0000 UTC
9 May 2003. In the northern part of the domain, a
trough also extends northward from the low in Kansas
to a shallower surface low in Manitoba.

In the upper levels, a large-scale trough is over the
western United States with southwesterly flow across
much of the southern plains states (not shown). A
shortwave trough initially is moving across New
Mexico, reaching Kansas and Oklahoma by 0000 UTC
9 May 2003 and helping to initiate deep convection
from Oklahoma northward to Iowa. Several tornadic
supercell thunderstorms develop in Oklahoma and
Kansas. There are a total of 48 reports of tornadoes, 64
reports of severe wind damage, and 175 reports of hail
during the 24-h simulation period.

As seen previously, the larger values of spread from
the IC ensemble are near the surface low pressure sys-
tems. The spread of � at 1800 UTC 8 May 2003 is en-
hanced along the warm front in the central plains (Fig.
11a). There also exists a peak in spread along the
dryline that runs from northwestern Kansas to south-

western Texas. In contrast, the � spread from the PH
ensemble shows small-scale structures that are not as
closely tied to the location of the surface lows and fron-
tal boundaries (Fig. 11b). Many of the extrema in
spread instead are found near regions where some
members develop heavier precipitation. This suggests
that the larger spread comes from diversity in thermo-
dynamic processes, induced in part by different convec-
tive schemes.

For Td, the IC ensemble shows a clear peak in spread
along the dryline over Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas
(Fig. 12a). The width of the peak becomes narrower
toward the end of the assimilation period, since the
location of the dryline is well specified after several
assimilation times. The PH ensemble also has a peak in
the Td spread along the dryline (Fig. 12b), similar to the
IC ensemble. However, larger values of spread in the
PH ensemble also are seen west of the dryline. The
spread of u (not shown) during the assimilation period
generally is larger in the IC ensemble than in the PH
ensemble, and the features seen in the spread of the

FIG. 13. Same as in Fig. 7 but for the May case and calculations only over the region from 30°–45°N to 90°–105°W where most of the
severe weather was observed. Values of rms difference calculated every hour during the assimilation period and every 3 h after the
assimilation period.
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ICPH ensemble again represent those seen in the IC
and PH ensembles.

The rms differences between the ensemble mean and
observations averaged over all observations are very
similar to the results of the July case shown in Fig. 7 for
all four observation variables. Thus, the rms differences
over the region of severe weather are investigated in-
stead. Results indicate that the ICPH ensemble has the
smallest rms differences among all ensembles over most
of the assimilation and simulation period (Fig. 13). The
3-h output frequency may be at least partly responsible
for the apparent error reduction in u and  during the
3-h period after the assimilation. However, for � and Td

improvement in all of the runs due to the assimilation is
seen clearly. Using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilks
1995) on the rms differences between the ICPH and
CTRL ensembles, the differences are significant at the
95% level for all times for Td, for all times except 18 h
for �, for all times except 15 and 18 h for u, and out to
only 9 h for . The ICPH ensemble shows clear im-
provements over the CTRL for all simulation times for
Td and �, whereas the CTRL is an improvement over
the ICPH ensemble only for u and only for times be-
yond 18 h. Curiously, even in this environment with
strong large-scale forcing, the PH ensemble generally
produces smaller values of rms differences than the IC

ensemble. This result is unexpected and further empha-
sizes the importance of physics diversity.

The probability of 6-h accumulated rainfall exceed-
ing 6 mm valid at 0000 UTC 9 May 2003 (Figs. 14a,b)
shows that both the IC and PH ensembles produce
higher probabilities along the pressure trough that ex-
tends northward from the surface low in northern Kan-
sas. The rainfall distribution that extends from Utah to
northern California, and associated with the surface
low off the northeastern coast of the United States, are
also produced by both of the ensembles. These features
of the rainfall probability distribution are consistent
with the observations (Fig. 14c). Higher probabilities
also are found along the warm front that stretches
southeastward from the surface low in northern Kansas
in both ensembles.

In the PH ensemble, a bandlike probability distribu-
tion can be seen south of the low in Kansas, stretching
from southern Oklahoma southward to southern Texas.
Observations show the corresponding rain region
stretching from southwestern Kansas to southern Okla-
homa, although its location is displaced northward
compared to the PH ensemble. It is found that only the
ensemble members using the Kain–Fritsch convective
scheme contribute to this rain region. The predicted
rainfall probabilities on the southeastern coast also

FIG. 14. Probability (%) of 6-h accumulated rainfall exceeding
6 mm between 1800 UTC 8 May 2003 and 0000 UTC 9 May 2003
from the (a) IC and (b) PH ensembles. Thick solid line in (a) and
(b) is the 0% probability isoline. (c) Observed accumulated rain-
fall (mm) from 1800 UTC 8 May 2003 to 0000 UTC 9 May 2003
(NCEP stage IV at 4-km grid spacing). Thick solid line in (c)
indicates the isoline of 6-mm accumulated rainfall.
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come from the members with the Kain–Fritsch cumulus
scheme. Thus, the different parameterization schemes
play an essential role in producing these rainfall distri-
butions, suggesting that an ensemble that includes va-
riety in its parameterization schemes may have an ad-
vantage in capturing the rainfall potential, especially
over regions where the large-scale forcing for upward
motion is weak.

The value of the EnKF for describing the important
mesoscale environment is illustrated by comparing ap-
proximate dryline locations at 0000 UTC 9 May 2003
from each member of the CTRL and ICPH ensembles
(Fig. 15). Dryline bulges often are associated with the
initiation of thunderstorms as they can provide en-
hanced low-level convergence to help parcels reach
their level of free convection (Hane et al. 2002). The
CTRL ensemble shows a wide range of dryline loca-
tions, with a few of them suggesting a dryline bulge in
Oklahoma. These simulated drylines are generally too
far east in Texas and too far west in Kansas. Both the
IC and ICPH ensembles handle the dryline position

better than the CTRL ensemble. Most importantly, the
ICPH ensemble not only simulates a reasonable dryline
location but indicates two distinct dryline bulges—one
in Oklahoma and another in Kansas. Observations in-
dicate that supercell thunderstorms developed in asso-
ciation with dryline bulges in both states.

The occluded and warm fronts associated with the
low also are more clear in the ICPH ensemble than in
the CTRL ensemble as seen in the ensemble mean
fields (Fig. 16). A stronger gradient of temperature is
seen in the ICPH ensemble in northeastern Kansas,
with temperatures in the 70s (°F) to the south of the
front and in the 50s (°F) to the north, while in the
CTRL ensemble the temperature gradient is weaker
east of the low center (Fig. 16). Although the observa-
tions indicate a stronger temperature gradient across
the warm front than provided by the ICPH ensemble,
the assimilation procedure clearly modifies the field in
the correct direction. The change of the wind direction
across the front is also clearer in the ICPH ensemble.
Isolines of helicity indicate that the axis of higher

FIG. 15. Isolines of 12°C dewpoint tem-
perature from each ensemble member
from the (a) IC, (b) ICPH, and (c) CTRL
ensembles over the southern plains states
valid 6 h after the end of the assimilation
period at 0000 UTC 9 May 2003. Thick gray
line indicates the analyzed position of the
12°C dewpoint temperature isoline from
standard surface observations, while the
thick black line is the 12°C ensemble mean
dewpoint temperature isoline. This value of
dewpoint temperature is a reasonable
proxy for dryline location.
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helicity values from the ICPH ensemble agrees better
with the observational analyses than does the CTRL
ensemble. These comparisons highlight the improved
predictions of important mesoscale features, such as
drylines and frontal zones, which can be produced using
the EnKF method.

So far the comparisons have focused upon surface
fields, but the EnKF also influences features through-
out the PBL. By 0000 UTC 9 May 2003 (Fig. 17), there
is a large difference in the temperatures and dewpoint
temperatures in low levels when comparing mean fields
from the ICPH and CTRL ensembles. The ICPH en-
semble indicates that central Oklahoma is still on the
moist side of the dryline, in agreement with observa-
tions, while the CTRL ensemble indicates that central
Oklahoma is on the dry side of the dryline and out of
danger from severe thunderstorms. These results indi-
cate that surface data assimilation by the EnKF prop-
erly incorporates the observations to produce a reason-
able environment within the PBL.

5. Summary

The assimilation of the hourly surface observations
over a brief 6-h period for application to short-range

ensemble forecasting is explored using an EnKF
method. The relative roles of uncertainties in the initial
and boundary conditions and the model physical pro-
cess schemes in the assimilation and forecast process
are explored for two cases. Ensembles are created with
diversity only in initial and boundary conditions (i.e.,
IC ensemble), diversity only in the model physical pro-
cess schemes (i.e., PH ensemble), and diversity in both
the initial and boundary conditions and model physical
process schemes (i.e., ICPH ensemble). Each of these
ensembles is used for the assimilation of hourly surface
data with the EnKF method over a 6-h period. Results
are compared to those from a control ensemble that
does not include data assimilation.

Several characteristic features of the uncertainties in-
corporated in each ensemble are reflected in the distri-
bution of the ensemble spread. The spread from the IC
ensemble, where diversity is introduced by the pertur-
bations in the initial and boundary conditions, is often
associated with the location of baroclinic systems.
Large spread is typically found near low pressure sys-
tems and along frontal boundaries. In contrast, the ori-
gin of the spread is from the different model param-
eterization schemes in the PH ensemble. Thus, large
spread is seen in the locations where the atmosphere is

FIG. 16. Temperature and dewpoint tem-
perature at 2 m above the ground (°F), along
with 10-m winds (full barb is 5 m s�1) at
0000 UTC 9 May 2003 in the central plains
from the (a) ICPH and (b) CTRL ensembles.
Temperature (bold solid line) contoured
every 3°F (1.7°C), and dewpoint temperature
(thin line) contoured every 3°F (1.7°C).
Shaded area indicates 0–3-km storm-relative
environmental helicity values exceeding 300
m

2
s�2, and the thick dashed line is the axis

of the high helicity zone. (c) Corresponding
surface observations with temperature con-
toured every 3°F (1.7°C) and dewpoint tem-
perature contoured every 3°F (1.7°C).
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sensitive to the different responses of the parameter-
ization schemes. As a result, different responses to ter-
rain effects, radiation processes, and convective pro-
cesses around precipitation regions are found to con-
tribute to the spread. This ensemble tends to give large
spread in � and Td rather than in u and . This is due to
the thermodynamic variables being more directly tied
to physical processes than the dynamic variables. The
small spread in dynamic variables from this ensemble
leads to a generally smaller reduction of rms differ-
ence between the ensemble mean and the assimilated
observations in the analysis steps. The distribution of
the spread from these two ensembles strongly suggests
that these ensembles cover different portions of the
probability distribution function of the atmospheric
state.

The spread of the ICPH ensemble has its origins in
both the initial and boundary conditions and the model
physical process schemes. As a result, the spread distri-
bution of this ensemble reflects properties of the spread
from both the IC and PH ensembles. The ICPH en-
semble generally creates the largest spread among the
three ensembles, and yields the smallest rms difference
between the ensemble mean and surface observations.
The improvement with respect to the control ensemble,
in terms of the rms difference, is found to last through-
out the 18-h simulation period after the assimilation,
indicating the analysis fields obtained by the assimila-
tion can be used as reasonable initial conditions for
short-range ensemble forecasting.

Particularly important are the improvements in the
location and structure of mesoscale features that are
seen when using the ensemble Kalman filter. The ICPH
ensemble shows considerable improvement in the
placement and intensity of the dryline, dryline bulges,
frontal boundary, PBL depth and structure, and rain-
bands that form during both days studied. These fea-
tures can be very important to subsequent human-
generated forecasts of severe weather. Results from a
longer 30-h assimilation period discussed in the appen-
dix suggest that the EnKF technique is stable. These
results, while not sufficient to establish statistical sig-
nificance owing to the small number of cases, suggest
that the EnKF method can produce a reasonable envi-
ronment within the lower troposphere by assimilating
surface observations. Further experiments with a larger
ensemble size and for many more cases are needed.
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APPENDIX

30-h Assimilation Test

To evaluate the stability of the EnKF scheme, hourly
surface data assimilation is performed for 30 h begin-

FIG. 17. Skew T–logp plot of temperature and dewpoint tem-
perature at the station OUN (35.21°N, 97.45°W) from 0000 UTC
9 May 2003. Results by the ICPH (solid line) and the CTRL
ensembles (dashed line) are shown along with observed profile
(gray line).
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FIG. A1. Same as in Fig. 7, but showing results from the 30-h ICPH assimilation,
the 6-h ICPH assimilation, and the CTRL ensemble. Note that the 30-h ICPH assimila-
tion begins at 1200 UTC 7 May 2003, 24 h prior to the ICPH assimilation and the start
of the CTRL ensemble simulation for the 8–9 May 2003 case. Values of rms difference are
calculated every hour during the assimilation period and every 3 h after the assimilation
period.

FIG. A2. Rank histograms of (a) 10-m u, (b) 10-m , (c) 2-m �, and (d) 2-m Td from the 30-h
ICPH assimilation, the 6-h ICPH assimilation, and the CTRL ensemble at 1800 UTC 8 May
2003.
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ning 1200 UTC 7 May 2003 using the ICPH ensemble
configuration. The initial condition for this experiment
is produced by performing breeding cycles over 84 h
beginning at 0000 UTC 4 May 2003 with the perturba-
tions scaled every 12 h. The final 6 h of this 30-h EnKF
assimilation overlaps the 6 h of the previous assimila-
tion period.

Time series of rms differences between the ensemble
mean and surface observations averaged over the ob-
servation points (Fig. A1) from the ICPH 30-h en-
semble are very similar to the rms differences from the
original 6-h ICPH ensemble during the overlapping 6-h
time period (24–30 h in Fig. A1). Results show that the
ICPH 30-h ensemble maintains the reduction of the rms
differences during the assimilation. In the simulation
period after the assimilation, the rms differences from
the ICPH 30-h ensemble generally grow more rapidly
than the rms differences from the ICPH ensemble. This
is attributed to model error growth over the 30-h as-
similation period in regions above the PBL since the
boundary conditions are created from model data that
are 24 h older than the data in the ICPH and CTRL
ensembles. However, the ICPH 30-h ensemble still
shows smaller rms difference in dewpoint temperature
than the CTRL ensemble out to the 6-h simulation
time. The ICPH 30-h ensemble also maintains an im-
proved description of the dryline that runs from central
Kansas southward to northern Texas (not shown) as
seen in the ICPH ensemble (Fig. 16).

The rms differences of u and  from the ICPH 30-h
ensemble (Figs. A1a,b) increase between sunrise and
noon during the assimilation period on both 7 and 8
May. This behavior is attributed to the diurnal heating
cycle. However, part of the rms difference also is due to
model error, especially since PBL parameterizations
typically underpredict the wind speed during the day-
time and overpredict it at night (Zhang and Zheng
2004). Similar biases are seen in the present simula-
tions. However, wind observations are not nearly as
important to improving PBL depth and structure as the
temperature and dewpoint observations.

The possibility of filter divergence is evaluated using
a rank histogram. A rank histogram shows the rank
order of the observations among the estimates of the
ensemble members at the observation locations. Fol-
lowing Anderson (1996) and Hamill (2001), a random
sample from the standard normal distribution with
mean zero and standard deviation equal to the obser-
vational error is added to each ensemble member prior
to ranking the observation. If all the ensemble mem-
bers are equally likely, then the observations should be
ranked evenly among the ensemble members, yielding
a flat rank histogram.

The rank histograms of surface u, , �, and Td at the
end of the assimilation period are similar in the ICPH
30-h and ICPH ensembles, with the middle ranks being
more populated (Fig. A2). This indicates that the
model predictions are within the range of observational
uncertainty, and filter divergence is not occurring. The
rank histograms from the ICPH 30-h ensemble also
are very similar to those from the ICPH ensemble for
all four variables. This suggests that the EnKF scheme
is stable, and that the analysis fields after the assimila-
tion periods in the two ensembles have similar struc-
tures.

At 1800 UTC 8 May 2003, the ICPH 30-h ensemble
has a peak in the spread of dewpoint temperature at 2
m above the ground along the dryline that runs from
central Kansas southward to northern Texas (Fig. A3),
which also is seen in the ICPH ensemble. The spread
west of the dryline is slightly smaller in the ICPH 30-h
ensemble than in the ICPH ensemble, but both agree
that the spread is larger to the west than to the east of
the dryline. The peak in the spread over northwestern

FIG. A3. Ensemble spread (std dev) of 2-m Td (°C) at 1800 UTC
8 May 2003 from the (a) 30-h ICPH and (b) 6-h ICPH assimila-
tions.
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Mexico from the ICPH ensemble is also seen in the
ICPH 30-h ensemble. Similar features also are indi-
cated in the spread of 10-m u and  and 2-m � at 1800
UTC 8 May 2003 (not shown). Thus, even though the
ICPH and ICPH 30-h ensembles use different initial
and boundary conditions (from independent breeding
cycles), and use different assimilation periods, these
two ensembles produce almost identical near-surface
features. This result further emphasizes the stability of
the assimilation scheme.
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